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The
Manchester.
site of
of the
THE city
city of
of Manchester
Manchest.er has
has risen
risen upon
upon and
and around
around the
the sit.e
the old
old sue
s1a ot
ot Kancheeter.
Roman
confluence of
and
Roman station
station of
of Mancunium,
Mancunium, near
near the
the confluence
of several
several rivers
rivers and
streams
of
water
in
their
rise
the
lands
to
the
and
which,
east
taking
high
streams of wat.er which, taking their rise in the high lands to the east and
north-east
wooded
formerly wellnorth-east of
of the
the city,
city, descend
descend through
through what
what were
were formerly
well-wooded
and
but
filled
which
are
now
for
the
most
picturesque
and picturesque valleys,
valleys, but which are now for the most part
part filled with
with

towns,
towns, villages,
villages, mills,
mills, and
and all
all the
the busy
busy manufacturing
manufacturing establishments
establishments which
which
are
are. connected
connect.ad with
with the
the great
great seat
seat of
of the
the cotton
cotton trade
trade of
of England.
England.
A
watered place
A wellwell-watered
place it
it must
must have
have been
been in
in former
former times.
times. The
The Irwell,
Irwell,

Irk,
Irk, and
and various
various smaller
smaller streams,
streams, all
all abounding
abounding with
with fish,
fish,
The
were
sources
of
excellent
soft
water.
superficial
never-failing
were never-failing sources of excellent soft water. The superficial beds
beds of
of
drift
and the
sand-stone
springs, and
drift sand
sand and
and gravel
gravel yielded
yielded copious
copious springs,
the new
new red
red sand-stone
the
the Medlock,
Medlock, the
the

rock
almost inexhaustible
rock which
which lay
lay beneath
beneath the
the town
town contained
contained an
an almost
inexhaustible supply
supply
of
of pleasant
pleasant drinking
drinking (though
(though hard)
hard} well-water.
well-wat.er. There
There was
was enough
enough and
and
more
than
all
the
wants
a
and
for
of
enough
large
population,
ordinary
more than enough for all the ordinary wants of a large population, and not
not

until
until the
the streams
streams were
were fouled
fouled by
by manufactories,
manufactories, and
and the
the sands
sands and
and gravels
gravels

covered
off or
covered by
by buildings,
buildings, and
and the
the water
wat.er they
they contained
contained drained
drained off
or spoiled
spoiled by
by
the
the attendant
att.endant operations,
operations, was
was it
it necessary
necessary to
to resort
resort to
to artificial
artificial means
means for
for aa
supply
supply of
of water.
water.
Hence,
Hence, beyond
beyond here
here and
and there
there aa discovery
discovery of
of an
an ancient
ancient Roman
Roman or
or Early
Ear11 Records.
Records.
or
remains
of
British
there
are
no
records
means
for
well,
any
early
British well, there are no early records or remains of any means for
supplying
supplying the
the town
town with
with water.
wat.er. Historical
Historical research
research shows
shows that
that there
there
were
from injury
were aa few
few public
public wells
wells or
or fountains,
fountains, which
which were
were guarded
guarded from
injury
and
and repaired
repaired from
from time
time to
to time
time by
by the
the public
public authorities;
authorities; but
but the
the few
few
the
notices
which
exist
do
not
of
beginning
beyond
scanty
go
scanty notices which exist do not go beyond the beginning of the
the

in the
sixteenth
sixt.eenth century
century and
and are
are principally
principally found
found in
the old
old records
records of
of the
the
it
that
there
Manchester
Court
Leet.
From
these
was
appears
Manchester Court Leet. From these it appears that there was one
one
principal
principal spring
spring or
or fountain
fountain rising
rising in
in what
what is
is now
now about
about the
the centre
centre of
of
B
B

2
«nd
Eany condmt
conduit an
4 the
EarI1

lFountain.
l'o-.

city and from
Fountain-street" has
been
city,
has been
from which
which the name
name of "
"Fountain-street"
'
.
—
—
which for
for a very long
derived, which
period-viz.,
from
1506
to
1776--continued
1776
continued
from
1506
viz.,
long period
to=
water=
to=
the=
inhabitants,=
supply=
large=
portion=
during=
being=
apparently,=
to
supply
water
to
the
inhabitants,
being
apparently,
during
aa=
large
portion
of=
that=
which=
nature=
existed.=
almost=
the=
that=
of=
period,=
only=
public=
supply=
of that period, almost the only public supply of that nature which existed.
The=
water=
was=
what=
was=
the=
to=
from=
the=
conduit=
conveyed= from
spring=
by=
The
water
was
conveyed
the
spring
by
aa=
conduit
to
what
was
the
Market=
Place,=
The=
was,=
now
conduit=
Victoria-street.=
principally=
occupied
by
Market Place, now principally occupied by Victoria-street. The conduit was,
however,=
the=
which=
and=
and=
allowed=
to=
into=
neglected=
get=
disrepair,=
supply=
get
into
disrepair,
and
the
supply
which
however,
neglected
and
allowed
to
it yielded
was=
that=
often=
so=
wants=
to=
the=
of=
yielded=
stringent=
inadequate=
people,=
it
was
often
so
inadequate
to
the
wants
of
the people,
that
stringent
rules=
were=
which=
each=
from=
time=
the
time=
established=
quantity=
regulating=
rules
were
from
time
toto=
time
established
regulating
the
quantity
which
each
householder=
Leet
was=
the=
October,=
1578,=
to=
be=
Thus=
in=
to=
take.=
permitted=
householder was to be permitted to take. Thus in October, 1578, the Leet
Jury order that "no person shall take water from the conduit [ as it was
order=
that=
it=
was=
"no=
from=
the=
conduit=
shall=
take=
water=
Jury=
person=
[as=
"" termed]
in
any
vessel
than
one
woman
isisable
toto=
in=
woman=
able=
one=
vesselof
ofgreater
than=
value[capacity]
any=
greater value
[capacity]=
termed]=
"
bear=
filled=
"bear
filledof=
ofwater,=
water,and=
andbut=
butone=
oneof=
ofevery=
everyhouse=
houseat=
atone=
onetime,=
time,and=
andto=
tohave
have
cale=
were=
or=
and=
officers=
accustomed";=
hath=
been=
turn]=
turn]
asas=
hath
been
accustomed
" ; and
officers
were
""their=
their cale
[[call=
call or
to=
see=
the=
would=
order=
This=
limited=
enforced.=
appointed=
probably=
supply=
appointed to see the order enforced. This limited supply would probably
one=
household=
not=
exceed=four
four=
or=
that=
was=
that=
five=
and=
gallons,=
or
five
gallons,
and
ifif=
that
was
allall=
that
one
household
not exceed
with=
woman=
received=
in
one=
obtained=
a=
waiting=
perhaps=
day,=
difficulty=
by
received in one day, obtained with difficulty by a woman waiting perhaps forfor=
hours for-her=
for herproper=
proper" "cale,"=
cale,"and=
andthen=
thencarried=
carriedon=
onher=
herhead=
headfor=
forall=
alldistances=
distances in
hours=
unlimited=
and=
all=
it=
to=
the=
constant=
weathers,=
in
all
weathers,
itforms=
forms a=
a strong=
strong contrast=
contrast to
the
constant
and
unlimited
cottage-supply which
isis=
now
delivered
into
thet esmallest
and
poorest
and
which=
now=
delivered=
smalle house
t house=
into=
poorest
cottage—
supply=
60=
i
at
about
50=
or=
where
the
gallons=
per
average=
consumption=
present=
where the average consumption is at present about 50 or 60 gallons perday.
day.
The=
fountain=above
above=alluded
alluded=
to=
sometimes= yielded
generous=
yielded=
The
fountain
to
sometimes
""more=
more generous
Heawood,=
than=
in=
William=
water.=
It=
is=
related=
letter=
from=
liquor"=
liquor"
than
water. It
is
related
in
aa=
letter
from
William
Rea.wood,
steward=
of=
the=
Court=
Leet,=
which=
was=
into=
"Acton's=
Guide=
steward of
the
Court
Leet,
which
was
copied
into
".Acton's
Guide
toto=
copied=
Manchester,=
of=
of=
oronation=
1804,"=
on=
th occaBion
occasion=
t e rejoicings=
that,=
that,
on
the
of
the
rejoicings for=
for the
the Coronation
Manchester,
1804,"
II.,=
authorities,=
inhabitants,
on=
the=
after=
the=
23rd=
Charles=
1661,=
April,=
of
Charles
11.,
on
the
23rd
.April,
1661,
after
the
authorities,
inhabitants,
&c,=
had=
at
the
Collegiate
Church,
"the
troops,
&c.,
had
attended
divine
service
attended=
at=
the=
"the=
Church,=
divine=
service=
troops,=
Collegiate=
and=
of=
the=
town=
Constables,=
the=
rest=
of=
the=
"" Boroughreeve,
Constables,
and
the
rest
of
the
burgesses
the
town
not
Boroughreeve,=
burgesses=of
then=
and=
and=
baronet,=
Sir=
arms,=
Assheton,=
knight=
accompanied=
Ralph=
""then
inin=
arms,
accompanied
Sir
Ralph
.Assheton,
knight
and
baronet,
and
" divers=
said=
Warden=
neighboring=
gentlemen=
"divers
neighbouring
gentlemen of=
of quality,=
quality, together=
together with=
with the=
the said
Warden
" and=
the=
ministers,=
Fellows=
and=
other=
with=
town=
thesaid
said=
divers=
College,=
" and
Fellows
ofof=
the
College,
and
divers
other
ministers,
with
the
town
"
musick=
them=
loud=
the=
streets=
before=
instruments=
through=
playing=
upon=
" musick playing
before them upon
loud instruments through the streets toto
in=
cross,=
and=
so=
and=
soldiers=
their
conduit,=
forward=
to=
the=
officers=and
""the=
the cross,
and
so
forward
to
the
conduit,
officers
soldiers
in
their
" order,=
in=
the=
and=
health=
"order,
the gentlemen
and
officers
his majesty's
health
in
claret,
officers=drank
drank=
his=
claret,=
gentlemen=
majesty's=
at=
which=
conduit,=
forth=
three=
streams=at
at=
once=of
of=
the=
said=
"" running
at
three
streams
once
the
said
conduit,
which
was
running=forth
from=
the=
a=
of=
and=
shot,=
the
soldiers
by
a
great
volley
of
shot,
and
many
great
""answered=
answered from
soldiers=
great
many=
by= great=
volley=
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'
the gentry
ended, the
"" ehoutei,
which being
shouts, saying, '' God eave
save the king
gentry and
being ended,
king ! ' which
"'' ministers
musick of the
ministers went
went to dinner,
with the officers
officers and musick
dinner, attended with
" town, the
dinner
"town,
During
same place.
the auxiliaries
auxiliaries dining
During the time of dinner
place.
dining at the same
"" and until after
did run
run with
with pure claret,
conduit did
after sunset, the said conduit
crowd, come
come so near
"" which
which was freely
all that could, for the crowd,
drunk by an·
freely drunk
"
same."
" the same."
of
waterworksor
Towards
large wuanroru
century :Manchester
Manchester had become
become a large
Towards the close
close of the
the last century
Blr OswaldMosley.
.
.
.
town,
or been
been injured
from springs
town, and the local
local supplies from
failed -or
having f~ed
injured Bir 0na111 •ooleJsprings having
extension of buildings
from
from the rapid
from causes
causes inseparable
buildings and popularapid extension
popula
inseparable from
have been
been established by Sir
tion,
of supply
tion, artificial
artificial means
means of
supply appear
appear to have
Manor, who put down
Oswald
down a pumping
Lord of the Manor,
Oswald Mosley,
pumping engine
Mosley, the Lord
Holt Town,
Town, a short
for
from the river
river Medlock
Medlock at Holt
short distanc~
for raising
water from
distance
raising water
character of the district
district over
above
above the town.
town. From
From the geological
over which
which
geological character
have been
been soft, and at
the river
river ran the water
water of the Medlock
Medlock must always have
It was raised by the pumping
that
It
that time very
very good and pellucid.
pellucid.
pumping engine to
town,
the high
parts
of
the
town,
and
conveyed
to
the
Shudehill
pits
Shudehill
high parts
pits and the
—
—
Infirmary pond-all
from
swept away-where
away where it was stored, and from
pond all now swept
lower parts
whence it was distributed
distributed by pipes to the lower
town for the
parts of the town
use
The
have
inhabitants.
The accommodation
accommodation so afforded could
could only
use of the inhabitants.
only have
after the failure
been
remainder of the inhabitants
inhabitants must, after
been partial,
failure of
partial, and the remainder
destruction of the springs
the Fountain-street
Fountain-street conduit
conduit and the destruction
springs in the supersuper
sands and gravels,
their
from
ficial
have
procured
their
supplies
from
wells sunk
ficial sands
sunk into
have
into
supplies
gravels,
procured
sand-stone, from
hard red sand-stone,
from which
which the water
water had to be raised by pumps.
the hard
Qualityofwaterhas been
been stated,
The
....
water from
from this
this source,
stated, pleasant to drink,
The water
source, though,
though, as has
drink, Qa&11tJorw
hard and unfit
unfit for general
was very hard
brTperoiTaCmir
use, and was alleged
general domestic use,
alleged by a high
high ~1m.Percival —to be
be injurious
medical
medical authority
injurious to health. He
authority of the day-Dr.
day— Dr. Percival-to
an Essay
November, 1'771,
1771, and entitled
states
entitled "Experiments
states in an
Essay dated November,
on
hard Pump
"" and observation
on
the
hard
Water, particularly
observation on Water,
Water of
Pump Water
particularly
"
the purpose of showing
Manchester," written
"Manchester,"
written for the
effect of
showing the injurious
injurious effect
disorders, that "the
hard water
water in various
impure
various complaints
"the pump
complaints and disorders,
impure and hard
" water of :Manchester
It is impregnated
"water
very impure.
Manchester is in general very
with
impure. It
impregnated with
salt," and "that
or earthy,
selenite, or
"a
"that it
astringent salt,"
"a large quantity
earthy, astringent
quantity of selenite,
" contains also
of alum."
alum."
"contains
He says
also no inconsiderable
inconsiderable quantity
that he
quantity of
says that
" that the inhabitants
" cannot omit one
inhabitants are
are peculiarly
observation," "that
"cannot
one observation,"
peculiarly subject
subject
"
" to glandular
that water
obstructions and scrofulous
scrofulous swellings,
water loaded
swellings, and that
glandular obstructions
direct tendency
hath a direct
"with stringent,
earthy salts, bath
tendency to produce
produce such
stringent, earthy
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"complaints."
The necessity for
abundant
The
for obtaining
obtaining a better and more abundant
"complaints."
of
supply had therefore
commencement
soon after the
the commenc.ement
therefore become
become urgent,
urgent, and soon
have been
been projected.
the
the present century
several rival
rival schemes
schemes seem
seem to have
projected.
century several
Eiyai Sohemu
seheme»,i808.
Bh'al
1808.
jn 1808
In
brought
intended to be brought
1808 two schemes
schemes were prepared, and were intended
the
with
town
before
Parliament
in
the
ensuing
Session,
for
supplying
the
town
with
before Parliament
the ensuing
supplying
their
water to be
be chiefly taken from the
Irk or their
the Medlock
Medlock and the Irk
tributaries.
tributaries.
Public
Heel.mg
PublicMeeting
A
public meeting of the inhabitants
which
the subject,
A public
inhabitants was
was called upon the
subject, which
ODwas
in the
the following
was held in November,
November, 1808,
1808, and by adjournment
following month,
adjournment in
the
inter alia,
the following
alia, the
the Boroughreeve
following very
Boroughreeve in the chair, when, inter
—
:important
resolution
was
passed
resolution
was
:
important
passed
1

appointed.

schemes
this meeting
"" That a Committee
for taking these
these schemes
Committee be appointed
appointed at this
meeting for
into consideration;
such committee
committee to inquire
into
consideration ; and
and that
that it be an instruction
instruction to such
inquire
whether
the town
water may
may not
not be effected in
whether the object
in a
town with water
object of supplying the
way
more eligible for the inhabitants
and less injurious
inhabitants at large,
large, and
injurious to the private
private
way more
river Irwell
from the river
Irwell or
property of individuals, by
supply from
property
by drawing such supply
other sources;
sources ; and
and also
whether it is worth
for the inhabitants
inhabitants
other
worth while for
also to inquire
inquire whether
Manchester
such a concern
concern into
into their
their
of Manchester
to take
management of such
take the management
own hands,
and apply the profit
own
hands, and
improvement of
from it to the improvement
profit arising from
or other
this be best
the town.
public purposes,
purposes, and,
and, if
by what
what means
best
other public
if so,
means can this
town, or
so, by
effected."
effected."

Thus
Thus early did the
the inhabitants
inhabitants of Manchester
Manchester appreciate not only
only the
advantage
but that very
enlightened principle
a good supply
supply of water, but
advantage of 3
very enlightened
principle
of legislation
however,
acted
upon
till
forty
years
subwas
forty
acted
sub
not,
legislation (which
(which
" the furnishing
and
control
of
this
important
article
of
sequently) that
that "the
and
control
article
furnishing
important
" food and cleanliness,
"food
cleanliness, on
which
the
health
and
comfort
of
the
inhabitants
on which the
comfort
inhabitants
entrusted to
"" depend,
under their
their own
own direction,
not entrusted
direction, and not
ought to be under
depend, ought
sole object
would be the
their own private
"" persons whose
whose sole
promotion of their
private
the promotion
object would
interest."
"" interest."
l'llbllalleet!Dgto
PublicMeetingto
The Committee
Committee thus appointed laid
The
laid their
their Report
before a Public
Public Meeting
Report before
Meeting
Report
receWe
-Telloport
fromCommittee,
from
OommJtlee,
called
for
the
purpose
of
receiving
it,
on
the
2nd
February,
1809.
on
1809.
This
purpose
receiving
February,
February,
:l'ebraary,JBOII.
1809.
is
a
It contains a short
Report
very
document. It
remarkable document.
short description
Report
very remarkable
description of
alternative schemes,
two alternative
the opinion
schemes, either of which
which in the
opinion of the Committee
was preferable to those proposed by the
One of these
the private
these
private companies.
companies.
alternative schemes
schemes is remarkable
alternative
being a suggestion to take the supply
remarkable as being
supply
water from
from the river
within or adjoining
of water
river Irwell, within
town of ManMan
adjoining to the town
be raised by a steam-engine
and
filtered
for
the
use
of
the
chester,
to be
use
chester, tci
steam-engine

5
inhabitants ; a
a tolerable proof
the stream
stream
of the
proof of the then comparative purity
purity of
inhabitants;
at
that
time
existed
the
con
and
the
little
which at that time existed of the horrible
horrible conand the little apprehension which
dition into
into which,
within a comparatively
which, within
dition
comparatively short period, the same stream
would be converted
however,
converted by the growing
It is, however,
growing trade and population.
population.
It
would
of the
for the sound views it
it enunciates on the advantage
advantage of
chiefly noticeable for
in
the
hands
of
the
inhabitants
and
as
themselves,
supply
being
containing
inhabitants themselves, and as containing
supply being in
the germ of those judicious
which were
were subsequently
carried
resolutions which
judicious resolutions
subsequently carried
into effect,
which the Gasworks,
Waterworks
Gasworks, many years ago,
effect, by which
into
ago, and the Waterworks
Manorial Rights
have become
become the property
of the
the town.
Rights more recently, have
and Manorial
property of
in full,
It is worth
worth re-printing
follows :—
full, and is as follows:It
re-printing in

Your Committee
Committee have
have taken
taken into
into consideration
consideration the two schemes
schemes proposed
Reportor
oi
proposed 11epon
"" Your
Commltte
individual adventurers
adventurers to be brought
into Parliament
Parliament in
in the
the present
by individual
session, oDlllllllliee.
brought into
present session,
by
for supplying the town
town of
of Manchester
Manchester with
with water;
water ; and
and they
are of
of opinion
opinion
they are
for
is
that
intended
to
be taken
taken are
the
sources
from
such
are insufficient
insufficient
which
supply is intended to be
that the sources from which such supply
for that
that purpose,
if such
and that
that even if
such sources
sources were
were adequate,
purpose, and
adequate, the application
for
application
thereof would
would be highly
inasmuch as the same
same
private property,
highly injurious
injurious to private
property, inasmuch
thereof
would cut off
off many
which now
now supply
and
many of the springs
springs and feeders which
would
supply large
large and
extensive printing, bleaclaing,
with water, and afford
afford to
to
bleaching, and dyeworks
extensive
dyeworks with
numerous cotton
cotton factories
and other
other works
works condensing
factories and
water for
for their steamsteamnumerous
condensing water
engines.
engines.
of opinion that
"Your Committee
Committee are also
also of
that the supply
of the town
town of
of ManMan
"Your
supply of
water ought
under the direction
chester with
with water
direction of
of its own
own inhabitants,
and
inhabitants, and
chester
ought to be under
sound policy to intrust
that it
it would
would be contrary
intrust the furnishing
and control
control
contrary to sound
furnishing and
that
article of
of food and cleanliness,
of this
this important
cleanliness, on which the health
health and
important article
of
and
inhabitants depend,
to persons
comfort of
of the inhabitants
whose sole
sole object
will be the
comfort
depend, to
persons whose
the
object will
of their
their own
own private
and who
who are induced
interest, and
induced to
to the
the underprivate interest,
promotion
under
promotion of
from no other
other motive.
motive.
taking from
" Your Committee
Committee are further
further of
of opinion,
an ample
opinion, that an
ample supply
"Your
water for
for
supply of water
of Manchester
of the inhabitants
inhabitants of
Manchester may
afforded from
from other
the use of
other sources
may be afforded
sources
than those
those mentioned
mentioned by these undertakers,
and in
in aa manner
manner which will not
undertakers, and
than
not in
or affect private
the least
least degree
One of
of these
these sources
injure or
private property.
sources may
degree injure
property. One
may be
Irwell, the water
river Irwell,
water of which below
derived from
from the river
below the town
town of
of Manderived
Man
more than
than sufficient
sufficient to supply
chester is more
mills and
and locks
locks of
of the navigation
chester
supply the mills
navigation
The water
water may
that river.
river.
in several
taken in
on that
The
several places
may be advantageously
advantageously taken
places
filtered through
town, and may
sand and
adjoining to the town,
and gravel,
may be filtered
through beds of sand
gravel,
artificial, at aa very
natural or artificial,
small expense.
either
either natural
very small
expense.
" The water
raised to aa proper
water may
proper height
"The
height to supply
may be raised
supply every
the
every part of the
of aa steam-engine
fall of the river Irwell
means either
either of
town,
Irwell not now
town, by means
steam-engine or a fall
now
this may
and this
either separately
or in conjunction
occupied;
may be effected either
separately or
with
occupied ; and
conjunction with
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St. Mary's-gate, by
descent, to Chapelcontinue St.
plan to continue
a proposed
by a regular
regular descent,
proposed plan
north of
other places
and other
and from
thence to Bolton, Bury,
from thence
street
Salford, and
street in Salford,
places north
Bury, and
Irwell navigable
Runt's-bank, and
and by
navigable to Hunt's-bank,
render the lrwell
and to render
Manchester
Manchester and
new intended
the new
each side
and wharfs
wharfs on each
side of the
intended bridge,
warehouses and
means
means of warehouses
bridge, to
Liverpool to
from
communication
from Liverpool
termination of the navigable
place
navigable communication
place the termination
be
weir, which would be
The
latter town.
centre of the latter
town.
The weir,
Manchester
the centre
Manchester in the
the navigation,
produce a fall of the
would produce
navigation, would
extend the
that case to extend
required
required in that
water for
raise the
for
the requisite
power to raise
more than
than sufficient
sufficient in power
river more
requisite supply
supply of water
town.
the town.
the use of the
the
" Another source
town of
of Manchester
Alanchester may
the town
"Another
from which the
source from
may be adequately
adequately
we
think
through
is
best,
and
which
Ashton
best,
think
we
which
and
water,
water,
pure
with
supplied
through the Ashton
pure
supplied
Dukinfield
the river Tame,
taken from
from the
Tame, at the Dukinfield
The water
Canal.
water may
may be taken
Canal.
and may
made
reservoirs to be made
preserved in reservoirs
flood only,
weir, in times
times of flood
only, and
may be preserved
weir,
weir.
that weir.
value near
near that
very little
in lands
little value
lands of very
" From these reservoirs
Ashton Canal,
through the Ashton
Canal, by
conveyed through
reservoirs it may
"From
may be conveyed
may
town of Manchester,
where it may
Manchester, where
the town
near the
reservoir near
regulated
gauges, to a reservoir
regulated gauges,
In its
inhabitants.
its course,
rendered pure
course, it
filtered and
be filtered
and rendered
pure for the use of the inhabitants.
water for
Canal Company
for the use of
Ashton Canal
the Ashton
will
Company with lockage
lockage water
will supply
supply the
them in dry seasons.
valuable to them
be particularly
and will
will be
seasons.
navigation, and
their
particularly valuable
their navigation,
benefitted by a diminution of the inconvenience
also be benefitted
inconvenience
will also
The mill-owners will
The filtering
flood.
times of flood.
sustain from
from back-water in times
they
present sustain
they at present
Town, where
Holt Town,
where the water
be supplied
will be
water will
made near
near Holt
reservoir
reservoir may
supplied at
may be made
and
New-cross,
at
the
level
of
the
street
street
the
of
level
the
above
above
and may
New-cross,
feet
twelve
of
the height
twelve
may
height
the town
house in
every house
in the
the highest
highest apartments
into the
town
flow into
apartments of every
made to flow
be made
Manchester.
of Manchester.
or
scheme will
will not
not require
latter scheme
or any
"As
other
require a steam-engine,
"As the latter
steam-engine,
any other
on
its commencement
commencement or
or extension,
extension, it may
expensive
apparatus in its
may be begun
begun on
expensive apparatus
funds which may
the funds
proportion to the
and extended
extended in proportion
raised
scale, and
a limited
limited scale,
may be raised
the expense
It may
commenced without
without even the
It
its establishment.
for
establishment.
for its
may be commenced
expense of
Dukinfield weir,
because the
the waste
weir, because
waste water
reservoir at Dukinfield
water which
proposed reservoir
the proposed
level of the Stockport branch,
Ashton Canal
Canal on the level
flows
and at
branch, and
from the Ashton
flows from
part of the
sufficient to supply
would be sufficient
no use, would
considerable part
supply a considerable
present
the
present is of no
execution of the plan an intermediate
If
If in the
the execution
town
Manchester.
intermediate reservoir
town of Manchester.
reservoir
had in the
situation may
may be
deemed necessary,
be had
should be deemed
should
advantageous situation
the
necessary, an advantageous
brought
may be brought
water may
from whence
whence the
the water
Mr. Green,
lands of Mr.
lands
Green, in Clayton,
Clayton, from
either the
Ashton Canal
or a separate
the Ashton
Canal or
town of Manchester
Manchester through
to the town
through either
separate
tunnel.
tunnel.
" The means
plan,
this important
into effect this
for carrying
money for
means of raising
"The
carrying into
raising money
important plan,
the
for
beneficially
most
effected
be
effected
most
may
it
by
mode
the
as
mode
which
as
as
well
as
may
beneficially
your
of your
have necessarily
town, have
the town,
inhabitants of the
attention of
occupied the attention
inhabitants
necessarily occupied
but a small
will form
water will
good water
the rich with good
form but
The supply of the
Committee.
Committee.
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of the
the object
which the inhabitants
inhabitants of
in view.
com
part of
Reportof
of the town
town have
have in
view. They
will Baporl
object which
part
They will
or eom.
mittee_eof"f,w"
anxious to communicate
communicate this
this gratuitous
of Providence
Providence to the mi- ...be anxious
gratuitous blessing of
individuals. In
In this
this pursuit,
their interests
interests and their
their inclinations
poorest individuals.
inclinations
poorest
pursuit, their
unite.
will, by
will unite.
health of
of the poor,
will
They will,
They
by preserving
preserving the health
poor, prevent
prevent an
increase of
of the rates
rates for their
relief; and by adding to their
their relief;
their comforts
comforts and
and
increase
for themselves
themselves the,
sensations of
of benevolence.
benevolence.
happiness, procure
procure for
the, gratifying sensations
happiness,
This consideration
consideration necessarily
scheme with
connects the scheme
with the legal
institution
This
legal institution
necessarily connects
relief of
in the
of the poor,
and places
distribution of
of the profits
for the relief
profits in
poor, and
places the distribution
hands of
of the Churchwardens
and Overseers.
When the funds
funds are so applied,
Churchwardens and
Overseers. When
hands
applied,
and the rates
rates (which
will be
be
and
present are so severely
severely felt by the public)
public) will
(which at present
relieved by
this new
new source
source of
of income,
there can not
income, there
not be wanting aa motive
motive
by this
relieved
with any
of the town
town to prefer
this supply
of water
water to any
other
any inhabitant of
with
prefer this
supply of
any other
which may
more expensive
less eligible
and less
with respect
to
may be equally
which
equally or more
expensive and
eligible with
respect to
its purity.
" But although
of the profits
with the ChurchChurch
although the distribution of
"But
profits ought
ought to rest with
wardens and Overseers,
Overseers, there
there is anoth~r
another consideration
consideration which
which may
render it
it
wardens
may render
more eligible to place
in other
other hands.
more
Waterworks in
hands.
place the management
management of the Waterworks
To effect these
these works
works it
it will
under all
all the principal
will be necessary
To
carry pipes
pipes under
necessary to carry
streets, and
and o<;:casionally
That this
streets,
this
occasionally to interrupt the passage
passage of carriages.
carriages.
That
small as possible,-that
interruption may
may be as small
damages done to the
possible, —that the damages
streets may
may be effectually
streets
arise respecting
repaired, — that no disputes
disputes may
effectually repaired,-that
may ari~e
respecting
amount of
of damages
and that
that the public may
in
the amount
damages or the mode of repairs,
repairs, and
may in
this respect
suffer the least
least inconvenience,
it is advisable
respect suffer
advisable that the manageinconvenience, it
this
manage
ment of
of the
the works
works should
should be placed
of the
the Highways,
under the Surveyor
ment
placed under
Surveyor of
and particularly
when the offices relating to the highways
and
particularly so when
police
highways and the police
united.
are united.
" With respect
means of raising money
respect to the means
"With
into effect,
money to carry
carry the same into
Committee apprehend
that a fund
your Committee
fund may
raised without
without any
burden
apprehend that
may be raised
any burden
either the landowners
upon either
landowners or inhabitants.
upon
inhabitants.
in their
Churchwardens, in
The Churchwardens,
their
corporate capacity,
corporate
authorized by
new Police
Police Acts
Acts to
to issue
issue transtrans
capacity, may
may be authorized
by the new
ferable notes, bearing
ferable
interest, payable
These notes may
These
bearing interest,
either be
yearly.
payable yearly.
may either
made a perpetual
perpetual loan,
loan, or be payable
made
stated period.
In either
either case they
In
payable at a stated
period.
they
will serve
serve as a circulating medium,
will
and will
have this
this advantage
will have
over cash
medium, and
cash
advantage over
and bank
bank notes, that
that they
will bear
and
bear interest.
interest.
The Legislature has already
they will
already
granted the privilege of issuing notes like these to many
granted
canal companies,
many canal
companies,
it cannot
cannot be supposed
and it
that the privilege would
would be refused
refused to the first
supposed that
first
manufacturing
if the extent
and commercial
commercial town
extent of that
town in the kingdom,
manufacturing
that
kingdom, if
circulation were
were limited to a sum which is necessary
raised for the
necessary to be raised
preservation of the health
preservation
health and comfort
comfort of its inhabitants.
inhabitants.
The interest,
interest, as
well as the principal, would necessarily,
well
such aa case, be made a charge
necessarily, in such
charge
upon the poor-rates
upon
raised in the town
poor-rates raised
If this
this mode of raising
town of Manchester.
Manchester.
If
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Reportol Com
—continue.
mittee

money
inhabitants of the town,
town, other
other easy
easy
should be deemed ineligible by the inhabitants
money should
means
readily suggested.
means may
suggested.
may be readily
" It may
Committee should
should state the
"It
expected that
that your
your Committee
the probable
probable profits
profits
may be expected
scheme. To do this
this accurately
or
the execution
execution of the scheme.
would require
or loss
loss from
from the
accurately would
require
taken by
much
time than
than has been taken
and a considerable
Committee, and
much more
more time
considerable
by your
your Committee,
degree
of
information
arising
from
practical
knowledge.
Your Committee,
from
Your
information
practical
Committee,
knowledge.
degree
this part
however,
have not
inattentive to this
part of the subject.
It
not been
been inattentive
It is notorious
however, have
notorious
subject.
River Company
that
profits of the New River
have exceeded
exceeded those
those
that the profits
Company in London have
in this
instituted in
this country.
of any
ever instituted
The two
two companies
other scheme
scheme ever
country.
companies of
any other
had the goodness
proprietors
have had
Liverpool have
communicate
waterworks in Liverpool
goodness to communicate
proprietors of waterworks
incomes to your
and incomes
statements
your Committee,
which
Committee, from
their expenditures
from which
statements of their
expenditures and
schemes, and
and very
it appears
very expensive
that, although
ones,
expensive ones,
although these are rival schemes,
appears that,
they
likely to prove
prove of great
proprietors, and
afford
and they
advantage to the proprietors,
great advantage
they are likely
they afford
if only one well-conducted
well-conducted plan
indisputable
that if
should be adopted
evidence that
plan should
adopted
indisputable evidence
inhabitants at large,
and operating
in Manchester,
Manchester, supported
large, and
supported by the inhabitants
operating to the
must be crowned
crowned with ultimate,
benefit
ultimate, and
and probably
benefit of every
every individual, it must
with immediate
immediate success.
"JAMES
BATEMAN,
"James Bateman,
""Chairman
Chairman of the Committee.
Committee.
"Manchester, February
"Manchester,
February 2nd, 18o9."
1809."
Resolutions :The
:—
The Meeting
following Resolutions
Meeting then passed
passed the following

lleoohlt.lona
of
of
Resolutions

-•·

that the
two schemes
"" That
the opinion
this Meeting that
the two
schemes proposed
That it is the
opinion of this
proposed by
by
the present
individuals to be brought
brought into
into Parliament in the
for supplySession, for
present Session,
supply
and Salford with water,
water, are ineligible
ing the towns
towns of Manchester
Manchester and
;— that
ineligible ;-that
the
water
intended
the sources
from
the
supplies
of
water
are
intended
to
be
taken
from
which
sources
taken are
supplies
if such
that even
such sources
;— and that
insufficient
even if
for that
that purpose
sources were
insufficient for
were adequate,
purpose ;-and
adequate,
the application
thereof
private property,
thereof would
would be highly
highly injurious to private
application
property,
inasmuch
would cut
cut off many
the springs
as the same would
and feeders which
inasmuch as
many of the
springs and
and extensive
extensive printing, bleaching,
now
bleaching, and
and dye-works
now supply
large and
supply large
dye-works with
water,
numerous cotton
and other
cotton factories
factories and
other works
and afford
afford to numerous
works condensing
water, and
condensing
water
for steam-engines.
water for
steam-engines.
this Meeting
that the
"That
Meeting that
the supply
towns of
the opinion
"That it is the
opinion of this
supply of the towns
and Salford
water ought
Manchester
under the direction
direction of their
Manchester and
Salford with water
ought to be under
own
would be contrary
and that
that it would
sound policy to entrust
inhabitants ; and
own inhabitants
entrust
contrary to sound
the furnishing and
and control
control of this
this important
article of food and
and cleanliness,
important article
cleanliness,
and comfort
on which the
persons whose
the health
health and
comfort of the inhabitants depend,
depend, to persons
whose
own private
sole
promotion of their
private interest,
who are
are
their own
will be the promotion
and who
interest, and
sole object
object will
other motive
their schemes
schemes from
from no other
and that
induced to undertake
undertake their
motive ; and
that the profits
induced
profits
received by
of such
justice to be received
such an undertaking
inhabitants, to
undertaking ought
ought in justice
by the inhabitants,
or other
go in aid
poor-rate or
other public rates
rates of the town.
town.
aid of the poor-rate
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ResoiutioMor
"That a Committee
appointed
oppose the above
Committee be appointed
above two
two schemes
schemes in RMoblUou
"That
to oppose
csr
continue!.
Meeting—
llee&IDtr
...,lillved.
and that
that it consist
consist of the folll.)~ng
viz., the Boroughfollowing gentlemen,
Parliament, and
.
gentlemen, viz.,
Boroughand Constables,
Messrs. J.
Constables,
Philips, George
Messrs.
reeve and
George Duckworth, John
J. L. Philips,
John
Entwistle, James Bateman,
Thomas Entwistle,
Bateman, Jonathan
DrinkBeever, John
Kennedy, Thomas
Jonathan Beever,
John Drinkwater, Thomas Belcher,
Belcher, William
William Myers;
Otho Hulme, John
Railton, Roger
water,
Myers, Otho
Roger
John Railton,
Farrand, Peter Ewart, Thomas Hoyle, jun., Charles
Charles Mc.Niven;
McNiven ; and
and that
that any
Farrand,
any
Committee be competent
competent to act.
five of the Committee
"That this
this Meeting approves
Committee for
"That
approves of the plan suggested
suggested by
by the Committee
and Salford with water,
towns of Manchester
Manchester and
taken in times
times of
water, taken
supplying the towns
into large
Tame, into
from the river Tame,
from
reservoirs, to be brought
flood only from
flood
large reservoirs,
brought from
a proper
Manchester,
Ashton Canal
Canal to a
situation near
near Manchester,
thence through
thence
proper situation
through the Ashton
filtered previous
conducted through
where it may
previous to its being conducted
where
through pipes
pipes to the
may be filtered
inhabitants ; and
and that
that the Committee
Committee be directed
directed to communicate
houses of the inhabitants;
communicate
heuses
that purpose.
Ashton Canal Company
with the Ashton
Company for that
purpose.
" That it be referred
Committee before
before appointed,
referred to the Committee
appointed, to employ
"That
proper
employ proper
and form
form an estimate
estimate of the expenses
engineers
plan, and
expenses attending
digest a plan,
attending
engineers to digest
and of the probable
above undertaking,
to arise
arise therefrom
therefrom ;; and
and
probable profits
the above
undertaking, and
profits to
before a future
future town's
town's meeting,
that the same be laid before
time to enable
enable
that
meeting, in time
thereof, to obtain
should approve
obtain powers
intended
them, in case they
approve thereof,
them,
powers in the intended
they should
into effect.
police
police act for carrying the same into
" That the expenses
above opposition
"That
opposition be paid
paid from the police
expenses of the above
police rates, and
bill to authorize
inserted in the new
new police
clause be inserted
authorize the payment
that
police bill
that a clause
thereof.
payment thereof.
letters, with copies
"That letters,
"That
copies of these Resolutions and the Report of the
members of both
both Houses
Houses of Parliament,
Committee, be sent to the following members
Committee,
members
and
and to such
[10
peers
and
16
members
of
the
House
of
Commons]
such other
other
peers
Commons] and
[10
Committee may
members as the Committee
members
may think necessary,
necessary, requesting
attendance
requesting their attendance
and to support
schemes, and
Parliament to oppose
above schemes,
oppose the above
in Parliament
support such plan as may
may
inhabitants of Manchester.
Manchester.
be adopted
adopted by the inhabitants
" That the thanks
thanks of this
this Meeting be given
"That
given to the <:;ommittee,
Committee, for their zeal
attention in forming their
their able
able Report."
and attention
and
Report."

much- to be regretted
It is much
town at that
It
regretted that the efforts of the town
that time were
unsuccessful — they strenuously
Bills in Parliament,
unsuccessful-they
strenuously opposed
opposed the two 'Bills
Parliament, and
seem to have
have received much valuable assistance from the local
though
though they seem
from
and
one of the Companies, commonly
members a.nd from many others, one
commonly called the
"
but properly
the " Manchester
"Stone-pipe
Manchester a.nd
and Salford
Company," but
Stone-pipe Company,"
properly the"
Salford WaterWater
succeeded in carrying
works
their Bill.
works Company,"
Bill.
Company," succeeded
carrying their
Then commenced the perpetration
one of the most barefaced and
Then
perpetration of one
which has
has ever
nefarious pieces
nefarious
ever disgraced
jobbery which
pieces of jobbery
disgraced the annals of private
private
are
companies, replete as they unhappily
are
with
instances of dishonesty.
unhappily

0

10
10
.^or many years the general body of proprietors
Waterworks
proprietors of the Waterworks
For
inhabitants were, by clever
Manchester and its inhabitants
clever
Company and the town of Manchester
Company
trick and management, given over to the tender mel'C\es
mercies of aa small
small body of
of
trick
men,
who
were
the
owners
a
in
of
of
oolitic
sandstone
the
West
of
a quarry
oolitic
in the West of
men, who were
quarry
from
which
manufactured stone pipes, trading
England, from which they manufactured
England,
trading under the
" Stone-pipe Company."
name of the "Stone-pipe
name
Company."
This company acted
acted under the authority
to Sir
Sir
This
granted to
authority of a patent granted
the county
in 1805,
Essex, in
1805,
Lodge, in the
county of Essex,
George Wright, baronet, of Ray
Ray Lodge,
for "" cutting
solid wood or stone."
cutting pillars
pillars or tubes out of solid
for
In
the
the
1808
men constituted
the Company-Sir
constituted the
In
year 1808
following
following men
Company — Sir
Hill, Henry
Main waring, Samuel
Samuel Hill,
Messrs. William ::Mainwaring;
bart., and Messrs.
George Wright, bart.,
their
Richard Hill;·
Hill ; and with a view of extending
Wright, and Richard
extending the sale of their
scheme
of
Manchester
projected :the
pipes, they projected
scheme
for
supplying
the
town
of
Manchester
supplying
[the
with water. As
As a groundwork
to prevent
with
groundwork for a company to start upon, and to
the
the
with
of the Manor,
Oswald Mosley,
Manor,
competition, they agreed
competition,
Mosley, the Lord of
agreed with Sir Oswald
for the purchase of his interest
which then existed for
interest in the waterworks
waterworks which
for aa
for
rent of .£624.
£624. 10s.
Id. It
It was this company so
so inaugurated
10s. ld.
which
yearly
yearly rent
inaugurated which
succeeded in carrying
their bill
Parliament in spite of
of the opposition
bill through
succeeded
through Parliament
opposition
carrying their
of the town.
It empowered
June, 1809.
20th June,
Act was passed
1809.
empowered the
=-:.::!ru
The Act
It
passed on the 20th
"Xrfwatereorks
Act,sothJanM809.
additional sum
sum of
of £50,000.
£60,000. in shares, and an additional
£50,000. on
Ae1,111t11Jane,18119,company
company to raise £60,000.
works for supplying
with
mortgage,
mortgage, and to erect and complete works
supplying the town with
water from
restricted them to the
Town, but restricted
from the river Medlock
Medlock at Holt Town,
water
not more than 120,000 gallons per day, unless water was running
taking
taking of not,
running
and not more
more than one-fourth
to waste in the Bridgewater
one-fourth of
of the
the
Bridgewater Canal, and
120,000 gallons is stated
whole stream in dry weather. This quantity
quantity of 120,000
Oswald Mosley
had for
which Sir Oswald
for some
some time
have been
been the quantity
to have
Mosley .had
quantity which
waterworks.
previously
previously taken for the use of the waterworks.
The Act
Act having
been passed,
on the
The
the
having been'.'
passed, the first general assembly was held on
12th
in
the
whole
of
the
which
members of the
the
Manchester, at which
1809,
whole of the members
12th July, 1809,
Manchester,
officers for executing
contrived to get appointed officel'fl
Stone-pipe
executing the
Stone-pipe Company
Company contrived
Hill, Richard
Richard Hill, and
Samuel Hill,
and
Waterworks Act. Thus Sir George Wright, Samuel
Waterworks
directors ; William
William Mainwaring
George Bolton Mainwaring
Mainwaring were appointed directors;
Mainwaring
solicitor of the company. The
treasurer, and Henry Wright solicitor
was appointed treasurer,
in the
directors
remaining
directors
were
relatives
or
friends
of the shareholders in
remaining
the directors
A resol~tion
resolution was passed
directors
_Stone-pipe
empowering the
passed empowering
Stone-pipe Compan~.
Company. A
compa^r

11
draw on
or any three of them to draw
money was
on the treasurer
treasurer for.what
for what money
was necessary,
and the treasurer
treasurer was authorized
authorized to pay the same.
same.
The
be held not
The assembly
not
1810, to be
adjourned to the 4th January,
January, 1810,
assembly was adjourned
members of the Stone-pipe
in Manchester
where all the members
London, where
Manchester but
but in London,
Stone-pipe
Company
meeting Sir
Previous to this adjourned
Sir George Wright
adjourned meeting
Wright
Company resided. Previous
had died and the vacancy in the direction
occasioned, together
direction thus occasioned,
with
together with
four
required by the Act, were filled up by the re-election
those
four others, as required
re-election of those
members — a third
third the son
going
whom were members-a
son of a
office (two
going out of office
(two of whom
member,
the brother
brother of a member,
Com
member, of the Stone-pipe
the fourth
fourth the
member, and the
Stone-pipe Com—thus giving
pany),
influence
friend of the parties
preponderating influence
giving a preponderating
parties; ;-thus
pany), and a friend
Waterworks Company.
funds of the Waterworks
to the Stone-pipe
Company.
Company over the funds
Stone-pipe Company
was appointed
chief clerk
clerk
At this
meeting Mr. Henry Wright, the solicitor,
solicitor, was
this meeting
appointed chief
of the undertaking,
and
a
resolution
was
passed
committing
the
care
and
care
resolution
passed committing
undertaking,
All preliminary
chief clerk.
custody
seal to the chief
clerk. All
preliminary arrangearrange
custody of the common seal
made business commenced,
resolution was
ments being now made
was passed
commenced, and a resolution
passed at
:—
the same
effect :
same meeting to the following
following effect
other persons
"" That
desirable to prevent
persons from
That it would
would be highly
from
highly desirable
prevent any
any other
Manchester and
carrying
and Salford with water;
water; and
for supplying Manchester
and
carrying on works for
that, as it appeared
Company were
were the
the Stone-pipe
the owners
owners of the old
that,
Stone-pipe Company
old
appeared the
inhabitants with water,
and that
waterworks
water, and
for supplying
that they
waterworks for
supplying the inhabitants
had the
the
they had
and improvements
the better
additions and
better to enable
power
enable them
them to
improvements the
power of making additions
;—
town with water
water ;supply
supply the town
and resolved
resolved unanimously:"" It
moved, seconded,
seconded, and
It was
was moved,
unanimously :—
referred to the court
court of directors,
and it is hereby
"" That
purchase
That it be and
directors, to purchase
hereby referred
of and
manufactory
the said
said company
and from
from the
proprietors of the Stone-pipe
Stone-pipe manufactory
company of proprietors
and interest
interest of, in,
and to the said
in, and
the
said waterworks,
title, and
whole of their right, title,
the whole
waterworks,
them in the said
belonging to them
town of
aqueducts,
and reservoirs
reservoirs now
now belonging
said town
aqueducts, and
most reasonable
reasonable price
the same
Manchester,
had and
and
the most
same can
can be had
Manchester, at the
price at which the
obtained."
obtained."
on the 5th July, 1810,
At a meeting
proprietors held
held on
which only
1810, at which
meeting of proprietors
only
seven
interested
in
{ourteen
were
present,
of
whom
seven
were
interested
in
the
Stone-pipe
foiirteen
present,
Stone-pipe
chairman, a report
Company,
one of them being
which
being appointed
appointed chairman,
report was read which
Company, one
information :
contained
:—
contained the following piece
piece of information
to state
state to you
"" Your
you that,
that, in pursuance
pursuance of the instructions
instructions
have _to
Your directors
directors have
given
from the
the last
last general
have purchased
them at the
the
general assembly,
assembly, they
they have
purchased from
given to them
whole of their right, title,
interest in and
title, and
Stone-pipe Company
Company the whole
and intere~t
and to the
the
For these
ancient
For
these they
the sum of
of
Manchester.
have given
waterworks at Manchester.
they have
given the
ancient waterworks
instalments to the
been paid
the said
said Company."
£14,000.,
paid by instalments
Company."
14,000., which has been
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from him
him
purchase from
that the purchase
belief that
under the belief
Sir Oswald
Oswald Mosley
Mosley was under
whom the
Waterworks Company,
behalf of the Waterworks
made on behalf
been made
had been
Company, for whom
words of the
and from
from the words
merely acted as agents;
Stone-pipe
agents ; and
Stone-pipe Company
Company merely
certainly
would certainly
him, it would
Parliament reciting
Act of Parliament
agreement with him,
reciting the agreement
who
Company,
Waterworks
Waterworks
the
by
made
been
had
been
made
that the purchase
appear that
Company,
purchase
works
twice
twice
works
original
for
paying
the
into
entrapped
been
into
have
seem to
thus seem
to have been entrapped
original
paying
Even
Even the
paid to Sir Oswald
Oswald Mosley.
of this
part of
No part
this sum was paid
No
over.
over.
Mosley.
Company ought
which the Stone-pipe
which had been
rent, which
been agreed
ought
for, and which
Stone-pipe Company
agreed for,
transferred to the
concern, was transferred
entitle them to sell the concern,
paid to entitle
to have paid
have paid
who seem
seem to have
Waterworks Company,
broad shoulders
broad
shoulders of the Waterworks
paid it
Company, who
The
purchasers. The
original purchasers.
been the original
as if they had been
from the commencement
commencement
from
the
of
of
proprietors
few proprietors
of the few
pockets of
the pockets
into the
went into
£14,000. went
of the £14,000.
whole of
whole
report, to
directors' report,
the directors'
according to the
manufactory, being paid, according
Stone-pipe
Stone-pipe manufactory,
Hill, in
characters
their characters
in their
Hill, Henry
Richard Hill,
Wright, and Richard
Messrs. Samuel
Samuel Hill,
Messrs.
Henry Wright,
this time
that about this
appears that
It
in the Stone-pipe
It appears
partners in
as partners
Stone-pipe Company.
Company.
premium.
300 per cent.
200 or 300
shares at
their shares
at 200
cent. premium.
partners had sold their
of the partners
some of
some
also
directors also
satisfactorily completed, the directors
been satisfactorily
having been
transaction having
This transaction
on the 5th July,
that they had
same general assembly, on
1810, that
reported
July, 1810,
reported at the same
miles of main and
Stone-pipe Company
contracted
contracted with the Stone-pipe
Company for fifteen miles
that the
town, and that
of the town,
of service pipes for the supply
forty-five
supply of
forty-five miles of
being
of being
months of
two months
within two
paid for within
be paid
delivery, to be
pipes were in course of delivery,
of
engineer
an
two· companies,
By the agreement between
delivered. By
between the two
an
companies,
the Waterworks
Waterworks Company
Gloucester or
the pipes proved
Company was to see the
proved at Gloucester
been artfully
have been
but this
this seems
their delivery
seems to have
Tewkesbury
Tewkesbury prior
prior to their
delivery ; but
omitted, and
and the pipes were never proved
prices were
The following
all. The
proved at all.
omitted,
following prices
30s. 9d.;
35s.; 12in.,
yard; 15in.,
: — 18in. bore, 45s.
15in., 35s.;
per yard;
45s. per
12in., 30s.
paid :-18in.
be paid
agreed to be
9d. ;
agreed
8in., 16s.;
i's. Sd.
4in., 7s.
8d. ; Sin.,
18s. Sd.;
16s. ; 7in., 13s.
9in., 18s.
9d. ; 6in., lls.
9in.,
13s. 9d.;
lis. 6d.;
6d. ; 4in.,
8d. ;;
4s. lld.
3in. bore, 4s.
and
and 3in.
lid. per yard.
time iron
this time
that at this
appeared that
From
subsequent investigation,
From a subsequent
iron
investigation, it appeared
on
later on
cost, and later
less cost,
cent. less
per cent.
30 per
procured for 30
been procured
have been
pipes could have
blocks
out of blocks
bored and turned
cent. less.
The pipes were bored
less. The
turned out
for 70 per cent.
with spigot
and socket
cut into
2 feet,
into lengths
feet, with
of soft stone, cut
lengths of about 2
spigot and
would, of
pipes
The
cement.
Roman
united
with
Roman
with
united
were
which
cement.
The
which
joints·,
would,
joints,
thickness,
those which
which are
are still occasionally
course, vary
but those
vary in thickness, but
occasionally dug out of
from 2in.
thick.
4in. thick.
2in. to 4in.
are generally
generally from
the ground
ground are
rapidly
delivered as rapidly
pipes were delivered
now went
on merrily.
The pipes
merrily. The
went on
work now
The
The work

13
13
as they could be furnished
Manchester
furnished ; and they were laid in the streets
streets of
of Manchester
as
under the
the immediate superintendence of two partners of
of the Stone-pipe
Stone-pipe
under
The
directors in
in the Waterworks
Waterworks Company.
also directors
Company. The
Company, who were also
Company,
or
was
well
to
the
of
pipe,
laying
managed
any
faulty
laying was well
to prevent the discovery of any faulty pipe, or
were
the
the
utter
of
the
for
rather,
worthlessness of the whole for the purpose
they were
purpose they
rather, the utter worthlessness
each
intended to serve
from each
serve ;-they
; — they were laid in different streets, placed apart
apart from
intended
with
trial of them could
be made
made with
could be
junctions avoided, so that no trial
other, and junctions
the water in the river
till long after the Stone-pipe
had obtained
river till
obtained
Stone-pipe Company had
the
Pipestestedand
in
trial Plpea\ealed
At
1812,
£36,984.
last,
however,
July,
payment to the extent of £36,984.
At
however, in July, 1812, aa trial
• nd
bunL
—
was
the
the
burst
and
were
unable
bear
made,
to
pressure.
was made,-the pipes burst and were proved unable to
the pressure.
Mr. Bennie
C.E., was
should be 11r.aenn
Rennie,' C.E.,
stone-pipes should
Mr. Rennie,
1•
was called in and recommended that stone-pipes
Mr.
calledin.
,
..U.d
In.
.
the
that in
in the
and that
feet, and
exceed 30 or
or 40 feet,
used only where the pressure did not exceed
At aa special
iron pipes should be substituted.
substituted.
lower parts of the town iron
general
special general
At
lower
15th September, 1812,
it was resolved that no more pipes
1812, it
pipes
meeting on the 15th
should
be
sent
to
Manchester
without
the
orders
of
a
But
general meeting. But
should be sent Manchester without
orders of a general
—
beaten ;-they
were the
the managing
;
Stone-pipe Company
managing
the Stone-pipe
Company were not to be beaten
they were
directors and held the seal
continued
seal of the Waterworks
Waterworks Company.
Pipes continued
Company.
directors
Pipes
in London,
till at length,
held :;.
London, held
length, at aa special meeting in
to be sent and paid for, till
^"^"'JJS8'
»i
committee
00
previous
November,
reported
without previous
directors
1813,
the
without
notice
on
the
26th
November,
1813,
the
directors
reported
mm111ee 01
1
1
Inquiryoppo!nled.
appointed.
Inqmry
Waterworks Company
difficulties ;; and
and aa
that the Waterworks
great pecuniary
pecuniary difficulties
Company were in great
Committee
seven proprietors
Committee of Inquiry was appointed of seven
proprietors who presented
presented
that "it
"it was
was :!i°i!.
following.
They reported that
report on the 17th December following.
their report
They
^^t°^e•.
" fully understood
feet,
150 feet,
understood that the pipes were to be equal to
to aa pressure of
of 150
"fully
" the Reservoir
Reservoir being 100
100 feet higher
the streets."
the service of the
streets."
"the
higher than parts of the
feet
the
They
stated
that
though
the
pressure
was
reduced
under
25
feet
the
pipes
pipes
They
though
and
that
if
suffered to remain the great
of the
the works
works
if suffered
proved
proved defective, anu
great object
object of
and instructions
of the
the
ber defeated.
instructions of
would b~-0efeated.
They
pointed out that the plans and
They pointed
frustrated by the Stonf;)-pipe
aterwor~ompany were entirely
W
entirely frustrated
Stone-pipe Company
Company
WaterworksXJompany
their engagement,
and
not having
engagement, and
having delivered good, sound pipes, according
according to their
their opinion
were entitled
entitled to
to
Waterworks Com.pany
they declared their
opinion that the Waterworks
Company were
also
showed
that
redress from the Stone-pipe
Company.
The
Committee
also
showed
that
Stone-pipe
the price of the
the stone-pipes very largely
that of
of iron-pipes,
exceeded that
in
and in
the
iron-pipes, and
largely exceeded
"
conclusion they " stated their complete
and, unanimous conviction
conviction that
that
conclusion
complete and.
" unless the stone-pipe system be abandoned the
the inevitable ruin
ruin of
of the
the
"unless
"
concern must be the consequence."
"concern
In the face
face of all this, the directors still urged the laying
of the pipes
In
laying of
pipes
0

::!:,•;::•
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" with all expedition."
The company was
in great pecuniary
"with
The
was in
difficulties ; but
expedition."
pecuniary difficulties;
the acting
directors, who were composed
Com
acting directors,
composed of members of the Stone-pipe
Stone-pipe Company, carried
carried on
on the undertaking
accommodation paper
undertaking by accommodation
pany,
paper and by
misapplying
by misapplying
Waterworks Company.
had run
run the company
the common
common seal
They
company
seal of the Waterworks
Company.
They had
into a debt of upwards
bankthe concern was on the
£50,000., and the
the eve of bank
upwards of £50,000.,
on
ruptcy.
Yet
on
the
15th
September,
1814,
at
a
meeting
in
Manchester,
Yet
1814,
Manchester,
meeting
ruptcy.
only
with the
t~e
eleven proprietors
present (the
only eleven
proprietors present
majority being
being connected with
(the majority
" amicable arrangement;"
.Stone-pipe
directors speak
Stone-pipe Company),
Company), the directors
speak of an "amicable
arrangement;"
"
incontestable proofs
which your
and after
after referring
directors have
have
referring to " the incontestable
proofs which
your directors
"
order as many of different
different bores
"of
of the efficiency
stone-pipes," they order
efficiency of stone-pipes,"
" as can
"as
laid with
can be laid
with expedition."
expedition."
At length
Stone-pipe
consisted
the
which is stated to have
have consisted
Stone-pipe Company,
Company, which
length
and Richard
Richard Hill,
Hill, Henry Wright,
at this
this time of four persons only
Wright,
only (Samuel
(Samuel and
and G. B.
obtained all the money they
from the
B. Wainwaring),
they could from
Wainwaring), had obtained
London,Waterworks
in London,
111Meeting
••t!Daln
accordingly, at a special
London
Waterworks Company;
meeting in London
special meeting
Company; and accordingly,
1Mb Dec., 18H.
•
1ved tthat
h at tthe
h e Stone-pipe
• Company
it was reso
on the 13th
resolved
1814, 1t
13th December, 1814,
Stone-pipe Company
contractof stone•
stono. agree
controato1
with the Waterworks
Waterworks Company
that their
their contract
contract with
should cease,
cease, to all
Company should
agree that
pipe CompanJ 'll'llh ,
from
that
wa1enroru
com•
mtents
and
purposes,
from
that
date;
and
that
mutual
releases
mutual
date,
releases should
should be
Com. intents
Waterworks
panytocease.
panyto•-·
given. These releases,
not prepared,
releases, however, were not
prepared, and the Stone-pipe
Stone-pipe
embarrassed.
Company
It
after became
became embarrassed.
It is almost impossible
soon after
Company soon
impossible to
could for so long
believe
body of men
men could
long a period
have
believe that so small a body
period have
retained
intimately connected with
with
influence over a company intimately
retained such a fatal influence
Manchester,
the welfare
Manchester,
and
numbering
some
shrewd and enterprising
welfare of shrewd
enterprising
numbering some
at least of its townspeople
amongst its proprietors.
townspeople amongst
proprietors.
with which
which the town
The
apathy with
have looked
town seems
The extraordinary
seems to have
extraordinary apathy
looked
on all this time may, perhaps,
perhaps, in great
great part
part be accounted for by the trouble
trouble
into
parliamentary opposition
which it was 1;,rought
into which
this very
brought by its parliamentary
opposition to this
very
When
rival in
1809.
company and its rival
in 1809.
When the fight
over, the CommisCommisfight was over,
orderstopay
Orden
10 P•r
sioners of Police
payment of all expenses
Police ordered
ordered the payment
incurred by or on
on
expenses incurred
Expensesof Town
.
■
.i
lbills
-n
mi
Expen181 ol Town - h 1£
f
h
,
•
h
Th
rd ere were
water bills..
in oppoolng
opposing
1n
wa1e,.
be a oof tthee town
town.. in
m opposmg
e water
ese oorders
Ihese
water. behalf
opposing tthe
;:;~::;:nr
appealed
Oswald Mosley
iTpl'iSnTenT1
Trust ; and
Bridgewater Trust;
Mosley and the Bridgewater
against by Sir Oswald
appealed against
y
1 though
were
first
the
appeals
at
first
dismissed,
they
were
subsequently
(under
though
appeals
subsequently
8irPo^wtid8Miosieyb
(under
nndBr,dgew*ter
nd",...1er manaamuses
;'.:!.
mandamuses granted
heard
at
the
Salford
heard
Court of King's
King's Bench)
granted by the Court
Salford
Bench)
The
October, 1810.
Quarter
The majority
majority of the magistrates
magistrates on
Quarter Sessions in October,
that the Police
Police Commissioners
the Bench
power
Bench were of opinion
Commissioners had no power
opinion that
fund in a parliamentary
to apply
rights of the
defence of the rights
parliamentary defence
the
apply the police fund

:i::=~:8:i::
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defence be
be directed
directed and
such defence
and carried
carried on
on by
inhabitants, though
the
though such
by the
inhabitants,
the orders
the Commissioners
orders of the
therefore, the
inhabitants at large ; and, therefore,
Commissioners for
for
inhabitants
set aside.
aside.
in reporting
Parliamentary Committee, in
payment were set
reporting
the payment
The Parliamentary
the result,
result, thus point
of the
the Quarter
consequences of the decision of
point out the consequences
~he
Quarter
—
:
Sessions
Sessions:-

"

Reporto1
ot
have no
no public
rate or
or income
The inhabitants
inhabitants of
of Manchester
Manchester have
income expressly
public rate
expressly Report
" The
.
d
h
d
fr
•
h
f
1·
•
p
1·
Parliamentary
to
the
of
Parliament,
to
the
application
expenses
any
defraying
appropriated
appropnate to t e e aymg t e expenses o any app 1cat1on to ar 1ament, comm1i1e<1.
commutee."
Act, or
or other
other Act
Act for
for the
the improvements
amend aa police
of
either to obtain
obtain or amend
improvements of
police Act,
either

are equally
destitute of
of any
it is to be regretted
town ; and it
they are
equally destitute
regretted that they
any
the town
Parliament against
individual, or
in Parliament
or
fund for
for their
their protection
against any
protection in
any individual,
pecuniary fund
pecuniary
for powers
individuals, who
who may
to
of individuals,
apply for
injurious to
powers exceedingly
exceedingly injurious
may apply
any
any set of
to make
make waterworks,
and break
break up
For instance,
waterworks, and
instance, aa power
its interests.
interests.
the
power to
up the
For
the price
or stipulating
the quality
either limiting
of the
the water),
streets (not either
limiting the
stipulating the
price or
quality of
water),
streets
the wishes
wishes of
of the
the inhabitants.
obtained, contrary
inhabitants.
In
contrary to the
already been obtained,
has already
In
of opposition
from the
the inhabitants),
other towns
towns (for want
want of
Acts have
have
opposition from
inhabitants), Acts
some other
inhabitants to purchase
the water.
water.
If the
obtained compelling the inhabitants
the
purchase the
been obtained
If
in Manchester
should prove
or if
if the
Manchester should
the
waterworks
prove unprofitable,
unprofitable,
present waterw9rks
present
in
or
or three
not be
be satisfied
satisfied with
with aa profit
of two
two or
three hundred
should not
hundred per
profit of
per
proprietors should
proprietors
Act to
to compel
the inhabitants
inhabitants of
of
cent., an application may
compel the
may be made for an Act
cent.,
sums as
as may
be satisfactory
to the
Manchester to pay
the
proprietors such sums
pay the proprietors
may be
satisfactory to
Manchester
are (by appeals
like the
the present)
inhabitants are
of
and if
if the inhabitants
latter ; and
appeals like
deprived of
present) deprived
latter;
an application,
in Parliament
Parliament against
such an
of being heard
heard in
Parlia
means of
application, Parliaagainst such
the means
consent;
tacit consent;
none of
of the
the future
ment may
future
although none
presume a tacit
ment
and although
may presume
of the waterworks
waterworks may
to be
be inhabitants
inhabitants of
of Manchester,
happen to
Manchester,
proprietors of
may happen
proprietors
that some one of
of them may have aa tenant
tenant or
or servant
servant in
in whose
whose
possible that
it is possible
Your Committee,
Committee, therefore,
name he can prosecute
therefore, beg leave
leave to
to
prosecute an appeal.
appeal.
name
Your
of immediately
submit to your consideration
consideration the high importance
importance of
providing
submit
immediately providing
means for the support
of your rights,
and your
support of
adequate means
rights, your property,
some adequate
property, and
your
independence.
independence.
'of the Committee,
behalf of
Committee,
"" On behalf
" J. LEIGH
Leigh PHILIPS,
Philips, Chairman."
Chairman."
"J.

The unhappy
which Manchester
Manchester found itself
itself has
has not
not
The
unhappy dilemma in which
been experienced by other places, even
even down
down to
to the present
unfrequently
unfrequently been
present
cases where corporations
authorities have
time, in cases
have
corporations or other public authorities
out
measures
endeavoured to oppose
objectionable
or
to
carry
out
beneficial
measures
oppose objectionable
the interest
interest of the towns they represented. It
It is
an anomaly
is an
in
affecting the
anomaly in
the law
law which
which ought to be removed.
removed.
the state
state of the
the
The affairs of the Waterworks
Waterworks Company
The
deplorable
Company were now in aa deplorable

16
16
of affairs
Badstate
uaa
a1a1e of
■Jraln condition.
condition.

of
of Walenrorks
Waterworks

Company.
Company.

Handedoverto
ll&Juledover1o
Tnuleea.
Trustees.

-

Dlreclon
DirectorsIn
in
Manchester
aappointed.
ppolnle<L

First Meeting
nnu1eet1n
in
8m

Manchester,
Jl&nche■ter,

Aa
August,
1816.
1111,1,1S1e.

Act,1816.
Act,
1816.

Pipes
Iron Pipe
Iron
■
1abotllated
snbstituted
tfor
or
8&.one
Stoneone■•
ones.
Mr.Ruddock's
llr.
Ruddock's
Eallmale.
Estimate.

They
involved in litigation
kinds ; they had been
been
were involved
litigation of all kinds
They were
compelled to apply
for
power
more
money,
and
had
obtained
an
and
raise
for
to
apply
power
them
in 1813,
Act for that
that purpose in
to raise amongst them1813, empowering
empowering them to
their affairs
selves
In April,
affairs were
1815, their
selves any s.um
sum not
not exceeding
£100,000.
April, 1815,
exceeding £100,000.
handed over to trustees, who continued
in receipt of the water-rates
water-rates till
continued in
August,
Sir Oswald
made a distress
for his rent.
rent. The
1819.
Oswald Mosley
The
distress for
August, 1819.
Mosley had made
taxes
arrear. There
to pay labourers'
labourers' wages,
taxes were
were in arrear.
There was not a penny to
wages, and
The
no person would
The Stone-pipe
credit.
no
would sell the company anything
Stone-pipe
anything upon credit.
Company
to be no
insolvent, and there appeared
Company were represented to be insolvent,
appeared to
an
way of extricating
But,
difficulties.
But, according
extricating the company from its difficulties.
according to an
" when things
Irish proverb,
are at the
Irish
the worst
worst they are
are sure
sure to mend."
mend."
proverb, "when
things are
The
The proprietors
affairs, and to
proprietors determined to change
change the management of affairs,
directors residing
appoint
in Manchester,
Manchester, where
where in future
future they should
should hold
appoint directors
residing in
their
should
be
carried
on.
This
should
their courts,
courts, and where the entire management
carried
on.
management
the
and
gave
some
confidence
to
town,
and
several
gentlemen
residing
there
several gentlemen
town,
gave some confidence
residing
become directors.
The directors
directors in Manchester
consented to become
The
Manchester held their
directors.
their
and from
Manchester in August,
first
from that time a new state
first court
court in Manchester
1816, and
state
August, 1816,
introduced.
of things
things was
was introduced.
With great difficulty
With
obtained possession
difficulty they obtained
possession
and documents in the
of the books and
London directors
the hands of the London
directors and the
Stone-pipe
Company,
and
they
then
investigated
the
accounts,
and
and resisted
Company,
Stone-pipe
investigated
balance alleged to be due
due to the Stone-pipe
the payment of the balance
Stone-pipe Company,
Company,
become aware of their
their illegal
having
They
transactions.
an Act
illegal transactions.
having become
They obtained an
1816 for
for further
further powers to raise money
Parliament in 1816
and to protect
of Parliament
protect the
money and
company from
from a repetition
which they had so long
repetition of the evils under which
long
pipes for
suffered.
They
to substitute
substitute iron
iron pipes
for stone
suffered.
stone ones,
They determined to
ones, and
directed the engineer, Mr. Ruddock,
an estimate
His
estimate of the cost.
Euddock, to make an
on
2d.;
estimate,
presented
on
the
14th
May,
1817,
amounted
£21,920.
6s.
to
1817,
£21,920.
estimate,
May,
2d. ;
and by 1823
upwards of £16,000.
£16,000. in this
1823 the Company
upwards
Company had expended
expended
The
Manchester directors
directors being
process of substitution.
The Manchester
being of opinion
substitution.
opinion that
until the numerous
flourish until
the Company
not flourish
numerous debts
debts due
due to their
their
Company could not
creditors were satisfied, suggested
"" bond
bona fide
fide "" creditors
be raised
should be
suggested that money should
the creation
an additional
additional number
by the
for
creation of an
number of shares,
for that purpose by
shares, which
which
carried
into
effect
the
suggestion
was
carried
into
effect;
and
by
proceeds
thereof,
with a sum
was
;
with
sum
suggestion
proceeds
from the
the commissioners
commissioners for the issue
£20,000. borrowed
of £20,000.
borrowed from
issue of exchange
exchange
" bond fide"" creditors
were paid,
creditors of the Company
paid, and
bills,
bills, the " bona
and in August,
Company were
August,
fide
1819,
directors were again in receipt of the water-rates.
1819, the directors
water-rates.
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Aoconnt°t "01d
an abridgment
foregoing is substantially
substantiallyJ an
abridgment
very
interestingo Aoeomdot"Old
of aa very
The foregoing
of
°
J interesting
Manchester
andits
Jlanollenerlll4lt■
"
supplyofwater.-of Water,"
Water," which
which appeared
in suppJJo1wa1ar.•Manchester and its Supply
of Old
Old Manchester
Supply of
appeared in
account of"
Guardian,
^fanchester
ii»
.xt
i
.t n r n.
in the
the month
of November,
month of
the ManckesteT
Manchester Guardian
Guardian newspaper in
from November,
im.
1850, from:=.;-•
November, 1850,
the
able
editors
of
that
the
of
one
of
the
It
is
from
journal.
pen
very
compiled
the
of one of the
able editors of that journal~ It is compiled fr?m
documents and
into old
old documents
and records,
and as
it contains
records, and
careful research into
as it
contains
very careful
very
have
not
been
in
interest,
of
which
introduced
it
is
here, it is printed
printed in
things of interest, which have not been introduced here,
many things
extenso in the Appendix.
Appendix.
ea:tenso
the gross
and jobbery
singular narrative
narrative of
of the
which
gross mismanagement
mismanagement and
jobbery which
The singular
marked the career of the :Manchester
Manchester and Salford
Salford Waterworks
Waterworks Company
Company
marked
in aa history
or description
the
without notice
of the
could not be
notice in
be passed
over without
history or
description of
passed over
could
given
It
has
been
as
as
for
Waterworks.
Manchester Waterworks. It has been given as briefly
possible; for
briefly as possible;
Manchester
it seems
and instruction,
instruction, yet
seems hardly
credit
interest and
it is not without
without interest
yet it
though it
hardly creditthough
and resolve
able to a town
town which
which could publicly
resolve to
act on,
such
entertain, and
to act
on, such
publicly entertain,
able
local administration
administration as
as those
those which
which are
are concon
judicious views of local
sound and judicious
in the
committee and
and in
the resolutions
resolutions of
of
in the recommendations
recommendations of the committee
tained in
and
the
in
1808
1809.
public meetings in 1808 and 1809.
the public
has fully redeemed
redeemed its
its character
character since
that time,
since that
however, has
time,
The town,
town, however,
The
entertained it
it has
has led
led the
fulfilment of the views then entertained
the way
to the
the
way to
and in fulfilment
establishment of that sound principle,
almost universally
acted upon,
principle, now almost
establishment
universally acted
upon,
affects the material well-being,
which affects
and the
the comfort,
comfort,
well-being, and
that everything
everything which
should be
be under
under the
town, should
the control
control of
of the
the inhabiinhabi
health, and prosperity
prosperity of aa town,
Corporation,
The Corporation
are now
now the
the owners
owners of
the Waterworks,
of the
tants themselves. The
Waterworks, Oorpomlon,
Corporation are
and
liberal
Waterworkstheir enlightened
abundant supply
enlightened and liberal management.a
management a most abundant
supply
and under their
to every
inhabitant.
of excellent water is delivered at cost price
price to
every inhabitant.
which the Stone-pipe
ceased to
to control
control the
the
Stone-pipe Company
From the time at which
Company ceased
the affairs
affairs of
of the
the Waterworks
Waterworks Company
Waterworks Company
Company the
actions of the Waterworks
Company
and steadily
it was long
were conducted
conducted regularly
before they
were
regularly and
steadily enough, but it
long before
they
lamentable
and
the
from
condition
into
which they
recover
could recover from
and depressed
depressed condition into which
they
The supply from the
the Medlock
Medlock was
much too
in
was much
too limited
limited in
been brought.
had been
The
brought.
deteriorated by
quantity,
gradually becoming deteriorated
quantity, and the water was gradually
printing
by printing
establishments and other trading
and bleaching
and
bleaching establishments
trading operations,
operations.
and
rapidly increasing
increasing in
importance, and
in size and
town was rapidly
and importance,
The town
and in
in 1.82111&11ohe1terand
The
1821 Manchester
SalfordWaterworks
p
T 3 tx p
T» Ii
t
• applied
l"ed
.• more money company'■
Salford Wolerwor..
company*Act,
to
to raise
raise more
the
1
o Parliament
ar ament ffor
or power
Aot,
the company agam
power to
agam a.pp
money
the district
limits of
of the
district to
to be
be supplied.
No new
new sources
additionalcapitalextend the limits
sources of
of ::i:.:"::::'!1.
and to extend
supplied. No
to
have
been
however,
and finding
that the
the water
water
seem, however, to have been obtained, and
supply
finding that
supply seem,
the district
district they
had included,
they had was quite inadequate for the
included, they
they had
they
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works on
on
additional works
resolved
resolved to apply
Parliament for
to construct
construct additional
for powers to
apply to Parliament
fresh
of
an
supply
an entirely
entirely fresh source
supply..
Actl82s
in
reservoirs in
constructing large
large reservoirs
..,.18111
In
1823
obtained
an
an Act for constructing
1823 they
J
authorizing
•
i_
l
construction
of
Gorton, a.bout
on ground
Manchester, on
or
Gorton,
about four
four miles from
from :Manchester,
supply
ground high
high enough to supply
GortonReservoirs.
i i
i •
n
1 x. J j.
Gor1oa - . the whole town
to
first contemplated
gravitation, although
town by gravitation,
contemplatedalthough it was at first
an
was an
carry
This was
reservoirs at Beswick.
Beswick.
water only
existing reservoirs
only to the existing
carry the water
limited views
views
important
direction ; and, considering
considering the limited
right direction
important step
step in the right
which
which
of
a,
town,
and
the
losses
which
a
losses
town,
which then existed as to the requirements
requirements
had sustained, it was
creditable undertaking.
the company ha.d
bold and highly
was a bold
undertaking.
highly creditable
BeswickReservoirs.
B01w1ctRen"o1r,.
Up
to
this
time
the
waterworks
ha.d
consisted
of a.a couple of small
this
waterworks had
XTp
the
reservoirs
into which
which the water
water from
from the
Beswick, into
reservoirs or settling
settling ponds at Beswick,
reservoir, about seven
Medlock
seven acres
acres in extent,
was received, and a larger
Medlock wa.s
larger reservoir,
above Piccadilly
feet, about 67 feet above
and containing
cubic feet,
5,404,311
Piccadilly in
containing 5,404,311
which the water
water from
from the settling
Manchester,
into which
Manchester, into
settling ponds was pumped by a
made by
stationary
horse-power, ma.de
condensing engine of 45 horse-power,
single-acting condensing
stationary single-acting
Bolton
From
Watt.
From this reservoir,
which formed the service reservoir
reservoir
reservoir, which
Bolton and Watt.
water wa.s
was conducted
conducted by pipes,-first
of the
town, the water
the town,
ones, then
pipes, — first wooden ones,
The quantity
which the company wa.s
stone
The
cast-iron.
was
ones, and finally
stone ones,
finally cast-iron.
quantity which
from the river
river was still limited
limited to 120,000
permitted
120,000 gallons
gallons per day,
permitted to take from
day,
except in times of flood. Upon
these works
works they ha.d
had managed
Upon these
managed to spend
spend
from 1809·
1809' to 1823,
and
no less
less a sum
sum than £228,000.,
and
1823, no
throw away, from
£228,000., and
and throw
not
upon this
they
had
not
yet
received
a
single
dividend.
this outlay
dividend.
outlay
GortonBennolrs.
Reservoirs.
oorton
The
Gorton were to be
be placed on
The reservoirs
reservoirs at Gorton
on a stream of water which
which
from about 1,500
acres of surface
derived its supplies from
surface drainage. By the
1,500 acres
the
which authorized
authorized their
Act of 1823,
their construction,
1823, which
construction, the company were
were
waters only-the
empowered to take flood waters
only — the ordinary
ordinary stream being required
required
entitled
to pass
to
the
parties
entitled
to
it
through
gauges
to
be
constructed
for
constructed
for
parties
through
gauges
pass
that purpose. This principle
of
division
or
arrangement
was
the
same
as
division
same
principle
arrangement
canal
which most
reservoirs had been
been constructed.
It required
that
reservoirs
It
that on
on which
constructed.
required large
all the water
contain all
reservoirs
water which
which flowed from the ground
reservoirs to contain
ground in floods,
view the reservoirs,
that view
reservoirs, two in number, appear
and with
with that
have been
been laid
laid
appear to have
with embankments and
and other works
out. They
works when constructed,
constructed,
They covered, with
acres of ground
with a water
water surface of 56½
a.bout
½acres
contained
about 61
acres, and contained
ground with
61^
56^ acres,
about 35,000,000 cubic feet of water,
of which
water, about 31,000,000
31,000,000
which were
for the supply
It is difficult
available for
town. It
difficult to determine how
how much
supply of the town.
which flowed from
water which
from the district
of all the water
reservoirs
district passed
into the
the reservoirs
passed into
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so as to become
Manchester. The
become available for the supply
The elevation of
supply of Manchester.
the ground
the
from which
which the water
water was collected
collected was slight,
ground from
slight, nowhere rising
rising
than 884
334 feet above
sea ; while
while that
that of the lower
lower
to more than
above the level of the sea;
reservoir
244 feet, and the upper
one
259.
The
drainage
ground
reservoir itself
itself was 244
The
one
259.
ground
upper
212 acres
acres of Droylsden
land, 212
consisted
moss land,
consisted partly
partly of pastoral
pastoral and partly
partly of moss
DrOylsden
or Ashton
Several
within the area.
area.
Several small villages
Ashton Moss
Moss being
included within
villages and
being included
and houses
many detached
houses were scattered over the district,
detached farms aii.d
that it
district, so that
presented no
no very
favourable features for the collection
collection of water
water for the
very favourable
It was however
It
supply
town.
land suitable for the
however the nearest high
high land
supply of a town.
purpose which
which could
could be found,
enabled the company to obtain a great
found, and it enabled
addition to their
their supplies,
addition
the position
supplies, and most materially
materially to improve
improve the
position of
The average
their
The
their waterworks.
waterworks.
rain was about 86
36 inches per
average quantity
quantity of rain
annum. If
If of this 18
18 inches flowed from
from the ground
ground and down the streams,
the gross produce would
would be
the
be equal to an
an average
1,780,000
quantity of about 1,'780,000
average quantity
the quantity
gallons
must be deducted the
this must
which would
would
gallons per day. From this
quantity which
There
would
remain
pass
through
the
gauges.
There
would
probably
remain
something
Qaantityoiwat«
gauges.
probably
1 .1water
pass through
something more Qaan111
than
of the waterworks
waterworks if
if nothing
than 1,000,000 gallons
use of'the
gallons per day for the use
nothing was Jj^oto™
In
filched from
In process of time, however,
from the gauges.
water became
however, as water
became
gauges.
valuable
permitted to run
run past the
valuable to the company, no more was permitted
the reservoirs
reservoirs
than was absolutely
wants of the landowners
landowners and other
absolutely necessary for the wants
parties
below; and the gross supply
company,
supply at the command of the company,
parties below;
including
what was taken
taken from
from the Medlock,
Medlock, was estimated at 1,400,000 or
including what
1,500,000
1,500,000 gallons
gallons per day.
The
works at Gorton
1825 or 1826
1826 and the water
The works
Gorton were completed about 1825
Worksat Gorton
water workaatoor1on
°°™™ncedl8a6
three miles, by a
from thence
thence to Beswick,
Beswick, a distance of about t~ee
was conveyed from
ce4 1896
At this
this time
cast-iron
time the population
cast-iron pipe of 18 inches in diameter. At
population of
within the limits
Salford and the district
district within
Manchester
Manchester and Salford
limits of the water
water
but as a very
supply
very large number
number of
would be nearly
nearly 200,000 persons;
persons; but
supply would
water by the company, the supply
these
these were not supplied
supplied with water
supply they
they had
considered, as compared with what
now
be considered,
what had previously
obtained might
now obtained
might be
previously
existed and as compared with other
places, tolerably
other places,
existed
abundant.
tolerably abundant.
The Gorton
Gorton reservoirs
works for conveying
The
reservoirs and the works
byy
b
Constructed
water to
conveying the water
to constructed
Beswick
Nicholas Brown,
Wakefield, :,;:i:~!:.Brown,
constructed by the late Mr. Nicholas
Beswick were constructed
Brown, of Wakefield,
o?wakefle"Brown'
an engineer who had had considerable experience
in the formation
formation of canals
experience in
canals
with
water.
The
and the reservoirs
reservoirs for supplying
them
water.
The
reservoirs
appear
reservoirs
supplying
been well
well constructed,
which were essentially
constructed, but all the details, which
to have bean
essentially of
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a waterworks
were ill designed,
waterworks character
character were
designed, and had to be materially
materially altered and
after years by Mr. Simpson,
C.E., of London,
improved
subsequently
London, who subsequently
improved in after
Simpson, C.E.,
became the engineer of the Waterworks
When
became
When
the
reservoirs
Waterworks Company.
reservoirs
Company.
to an
an
where finished
quantity of water
supplied to the town,
according to
water supplied
finished the quantity
town, according
experiment
made by Mr. Nicholas
Nicholas Brown
appears to have
have
Brown in May,
1826, appears
experiment made
May, 1826,
been 943,250
have been
been
From this time there appears
been
From
943,250 gallons
gallons per day.
day.
appears to have
nothing
done towards
towards extending
extending or improving
of water
water for
for many
nothing done
improving the supply
supply of
The consumption
years. The
rental and position
consumption gradually
gradually increased and the rental
position of
tbe
In 1831
1831 they first
the company consequently
first paid
dividend,
consequently improved.
improved. In
paid a dividend,
the first
twenty-two
after the
first establishment
establishment of the company.
twenty-two years after
In 1842
1842 the
In
the company, feeling
without
that they had carried
carried on
on without
feeling that
alteration as long
alteration
long as possible, and experiencing
experiencing great difli.culty
difficulty in meeting
demands for water which
which pressed
the demands
pressed upon them from
from the rapid
rapid growth
growth of
Simpson's
Mr.
Mr. Bimpaon't
town,' called in Mr. Simpson
Simpson
them
as
the
town,
to
advise
to
the
means
best
means of
r
Report,lfay,
May,1842.
Reporl,
ISU.
improving the waterworks
water.
waterworks and obtaining
more ample
improving
obtaining more
ample supplies of water.
Mr. Simpson
31st .May,
He found
found
on the 31st
1842.
Simpson presented his report
report on
May, 1842.
Gorton to
the works
works in very bad condition
condition ;-the
18-inch main pipe from
from Gorton
; —the 18-inch
which ought,
Beswick, which
capable of conveying
Beswick,
have been
been capable
laid, to have
ought, if properly
properly laid,
conveying
laid with
little attention
2,385,000
hours, had been
with so little
attention
been laid
2,385,000 gallons
gallons in twenty-four
twenty-four hours,
to curves and levels and other details, that
that it did originally
originally convey, a-0cording
according
to a memorandum left by Mr. Brown,
that time, and when
Brown, only 1,966,000
1,966,000 in that
in
Mr. Simpson'
examined it in 1842
1842 it could
could convey only
Simpson examined
only 1,506,900 gallons
gallons in
attributed, in part,
the twenty-four
reduction in delivery,
part, to
delivery, he attributed,
twenty-four hours. This reduction
pipe in the Gorton
principally
an
reservoir, but principally
Gorton reservoir,
rose of the pipe
an obstruction
obstruction at the rose
inside
He
to incrustation
and
to
accumulations
of
sediment
inside
the
pipe. He
sediment
accumulations
incrustation and
the details of the
the reservoirs
recommended
various important
reservoirs
recommended various
important improvements
improvements in the
with more
more
deliver the water
water with
and
and the piping,
enable the company to deliver
piping, so as to enable
ease and
without suggesting
condition, and, without
and certainty
suggesting any
certainty and in better condition,
an additional
of
locality
additional supply
which he thought
direction in which
likely an
thought it likely
supply of
locality or direction
the attention
attention of the
the directors
water
be obtained, he
he urged upon the
directors the
water could
could be
some place
importance
from some
additional supplies from
place at a
procuring large additional
importance of procuring
little
where
value,
distance from
Manchester,
where
the
land
was
of
little
value,
and
from Manchester,
elevation to permit
large store reservoirs
constructed at a sufficient elevation
reservoirs could be constructed
permit
reservoirs..
the water
water to flow from them into the Gorton
Gorton reservoirs
the two reservoirs
.Although
reservoirs
Although Mr. Simpson
Simpson at this time estimated that the
at Gorton
Gorton contained
together 226,000,000
35,160,000
cubic
feet,)
35,160,000
contained together
226,000,000 gallons, (or
feet,)
(or
0
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private property of individuals, by drawing such supply from the river Irwell or other sources,and also
to inquire whether it is worth while for the inhabitants of Manchester to take the managementof such
a concern into their own hands, and apply the profit arising from it to the improvementof the town or
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effected.
; and,
so, by what
best
other
purposes
public of
p1lvate
property
individuals,
by ifdrawing
such meansthis
supply fromcan
the be
river
Irwell
or other sources, and also
" That the committee for thesepurposes consist of the following gentlemen:— The boroughreeveand
to inquire
whether it is worth while for the inbabitants of Manchester to take the management of such
Peel,
Duckworth,
Bateman,
Entwisle,
jun.,orMr. J. L.
constables,
Mr. Thomas
Mr. Robert
Mr. own
G. hands, and apply
Mr. the profit arising
a concern into their
from it to tbe improvement
of tbe
town
R. Farrand,
and
M'Niven.
Mr.
Philips,
other
public Mr.
purposes;
and, if so, Mr.
by what
means this
can
be C.
best
effected.
John Kennedy,
" That
; and that
be requestedto
shall have
to act
■they
any five of
''. That
the committee
forsuch
these committee
purposes consist
of thepower
following
gentlemen
:-The
boroughreeve
and make an
them,
on Duckworth,
the severalmattershere
other matters
connectedtherewith
constables,
Mr. G.
Mr. Bateman,
Mr. Thomas
Entwisle,
Mr. Robert
Peel, jun.,
Mr. J. L.
early report
referredto
and on such
Philips,
Mr. may
Johnthink
Kennedy,
Mr. R. Farrand,
and Mr. C.
as they
the information
of M•Niven.
the town.
necessaryfor
"That any five of such committee shall have power to act; and
that lhey be
requested lo make
an
RUSHFORTH,
Chairman."
"RICHARD
early report on the several matters here referred to them, and on such other matters connected therewitb
as they
think necessary
thecommittee
information ofabove-named
the town.
On
themay
of for
the
requisition
(of which Mr. James Bateman
"RICHARD RUSHFORTH,
Chairman."
Rushforth,
was chairman), the boroughreeve and constables
Richard

(Messrs.

Bull's Head,
Touchet, and
convened a (of
at the
public
meeting
OnJohn
the requisition
of the
committee
which
Mr. James
Bateman
John
Lomax) above-named
held
to
be
on
the
to
receive
and
consider
the
2nd
1809,
report,
February,
was chairman), the boroughreeve
and constables (Messrs. Richard Rushforth, and to
as at
been Head,
resolutions
thereon.
This
described
having
numerously
pass
John
Touchet,
and John
Lomax)
coavened
public
meeting
the Bull's
meetinga is
andheld
senior
constable,
was taken
to be
on the 2ndattended.
February, The
1809,chair
to receive
and consider
report,
and to John
respectably
by the the
pass
resolutions
thereon.
Thiscommittee's
meeting is described
as having
been numerously
and the
laid before
the meeting and
Touchet,
Esq.,
report was
andreceived.
respectably
The chair
was taken by the senior constable, John
It attended.
was as follows
:—
Touchet," Esq., and the committee's report was laid before the meeting and
Your committeehave taken into consideration the two schemesproposed by individual adventurers
received.
It was as follows : to be brought into Parliament in the present session for supplying the town of Manchester with water ;
is intended
to be taken
are insufficient
are of have
that
the
sourcesfrom
such supply
and they
opinion
"Your
committee
taken
into
consideration
tbewhich
two schemes
proposed
by individual
adventurers
that purpose,
and thatineven
if suchsession
sources
thereof
adequate,the
to befor
brought
into Parliament
the present
forwere
supplying
the townapplication
of Manchester
withwould
water;be highly
to opinion
inasmuch
off many
the samewould
and feederswhich
private that
property,
springs
and injurious
tbey are of
the sources
from as
which
such supply cut
is intended
to of
bethe
taken
are insufficient
water,would
and that
if suchprinting,
sources bleaching,
were adequate,
be highly
for that
nowpurpose,
andeven
extensive
works withthereof
and the
and afford
to numerous
supply large
dyeapplication
injurious
private property,
inasmuch
as the samewater
wouldfor
cuttheir
off many
of the springs and feeders which
works condensing
cottontofactories
and other
steamengines.
" Yourlarge
and extensive
bleaching,
and
dye works
with
water,
and afford towith
numerous
now supply
committeeare
alsoprinting,
of opinion
of the
town
of Manchester
water ought to
that the
supply
cotton
and
other works
water forand
their
steam
engines.
of itscondensing
own inhabitants,
it would
be contrary to sound policy to entrust
under the
direction
that
be factories
"Your
committee and
are also
of opinion
the supply
of the
with
to
cleanliness,
on water
whichought
the health
and
of thisthat
article
of town
andManchester
control
food of
the furnishing
important
the of
direction
of its own depend,
inhabitants,
and thatwhose
it would
beobject
contrary
sound
to entrust
be under
willto be
the policy
the inhabitants
to persons
sole
of their own
comfort
promotion
the furnishing
and control of this important article of food and cleanliness, on which the health and
private interest, and who are induced to the undertaking from no other motive.
comfort of the inhabitants depend,
to persons whose sole object will be the promotion of their own
"Your committeeare further of opinion that an ample supply of water for the use of the inhabitants
private interest, and who are induced to the· undertaking from no other motive.
be
afforded
from other sourcesthan those mentionedby theseundertakers,and in a
of Manchester may
"Your committee are further of opinion that an ample supply of water for the use of the inhabitants
manner which will not in the least degree'injure or affect private property. One of thesesourcesmay
of Manchester may be afforded from other sources than those mentioned by these undertakers, and in a
be derived from the river Irwell, the water of which, below the town of Manchester, is more than
manner which will not in the least degree·injure or affect private property. One of these sources may
sufficient to supply the mills and locks of the navigation on that river. The water may be advan
be derived
from tbe river Irwell, the water of which, below the town of Manchester, is more tban
town,
filtered through beds of gravel and sand,
tageouslytaken
sufficient
to snpply in
theseveralplacesadjoining
mills and locks of the the
navigationand
on may
that be
river.
The water may be advanor artificial,
at a very the
small
eithertaken
natural
expense.
tageously
in several
places adjoining
town,
and may be filtered tbrough beds of gravel and sand,
" The water may be raised to a proper height to supply every part of the town by meanseither of a
either natural or artificial, at a very small expense.
; and
effectedeither
a fall
of the
Irwell
nottonow
steam-engineor
occupied
may be
"The
water may be
raised
to ariver
proper
height
supply
every part
of this
the town
by means
either of separately
a
or in conjunction
a proposed
tooccupied
Gate
continue; and
St. Mary's
plan
by a regular
to Chapelsteam-engine
or a fall ofwith
the river
Irwell not
now
this may
be effected
eitherdescent
separately
Bolton,St.
from thence
other
of Manchester;
in Salford,
andGate
north
Bury,
or instreet,
conjunction
with and
a proposed
plan totocontinue
Mary's
by places
a regular
descent
to Chapel- and to
Bank,
meansof
render
the Irwell
to to
Hunt's
wharfs and
on each
street,
in Salford,
and navigable
from thence
Bolton,
Bury,and
andbyother
placeswarehousesand
north of Manchester;
to side of
the termination
of of
thethe
new
intended
bridge,
thewarehouses
navigableand
communication
from
render
Irwell
navigable
to to
Hunt's
and by means
wharfs on each
side
of
placeBank,
to
Liverpool
the Manchester
new intendedinbridge,
to place
thelatter
termination
theweir
navigable
frominLiverpool
of the
The
the centre
town. of
which communication
would be required
that casetoto extend
Manchester
in the centre
of produce
the latteratown.
requiredinin power
that case
to extend
the navigation
fall ofThe
riverwhich
morewould
than be
to raise
would
the weir
sufficient
the requisite
tbe supply
navigation
wouldfor
produce
fallthe
of town.
the river more than sufficient in power to raise the requisite
of water
the usea of
supply of water for the use of the town.

